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APPENDl_X

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIS$10N
REGION IV

NRC Inspection Report: 50-298/91-04 Operating Licensei DPR-46

Docket: 50-298

Licensee: Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD)
P.O. Box 499
Columbus, Nebraska 68602-0499 -

facility Name: Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS) -

Inspection At: CNS, hemaha County, Nebraska
.

Inspection Conducted: February 20 through April 2,19U

Inspectors: W. R. Bennett, Senior Resident inspector
G. A. Pick, Resident inspector ,

p-

1AAO. M-hApproved:
_f. H. h diwF I"UMTeT, Project Sect 1on G Date

)
Inspection Suntr.ary

inspection Conducted rebruary 20 through April 2.1991 (Report-50-298/91-04)

Areas inspectedt. Routine, unannounced inspection of followup of events,
operational safety verification, maintenance and surveillance observations,
installation and testing of modifications, and onsite followup of written
reports.

Results:

The licensee demonstrated a proactive stance concerning the shutdown -*

contingency plan and work in the switchyard (paragraphs 3.a and 7).

The licensee's response and investigation into potentially. inoperable*

snubbers was prompt and conservative (paragraph 5.c).

Personnel perfonned radiological protection and security activities in a*

goodmanner(paragraphs 4.dand4.e).
;

Initiatives to place management personnel in operator training classes*

should increase the overall effectiveness of site management
(paragraph 4.d). ,

Quality of maintenance procedures (MP) improved and special instructions*
,

provideddetailedguidance(paragraph 5).
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Personnel conducted surveillance activities in accordance with procedure 6*

and followed proper radiological practices (paragraphs 0.a. 6.c. and o.d).
,

During turbine testing, good comunications were maintained and extra*

recautions were taken to prevent en inadvertent turbine trip
p(paragraph 6.c).
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DETAILS.
,

1. Persons Contacted

principal 1icensee Dnployees

J. M. Maacham, Division Manager of Nuclear Operations
L. M. Hace, Fenior Manager of Staf f Support
R. L. Gardner, Senior Manager of Operations
R. L. Beille, Radiological Manager
J. R. Flaherty, Engineering Manager
M. R. Word, Acting Outage and Modifications Manager
G. E. Smith, Quality Assurance Manager
R. Brungart, Operations Manager
M. E. Unruh, Maintenance Manager
M. A. Dean, Licensing and Safety Supervisor
L. E. Bray, Regulatory Compliance Specialist

Those personnel listed above attended the exit interview conducted on
April 2,1991. The inspectors also contacted other personnel.

2. , Plant Status
[

The plant operated at essentially 100 percent power until March 23, 1991,
when the plant was shut down to repair a leak on a feedwater check valve.
The plant was taken critical on March 27 synchronized to the grid on
March 28. and operated at essentially 100 percent power for the remainder
of this inspection period.

3. [c.llowupofEvents (93702)

a. Plant S_hutdown

On March 22, 1991, the licensee commenced decreasing power to make a
drywell entry and perform minor maintenance. Prior to the power
decrease, the licensee prepared a-schedule that included a
contingency plan for cold shutdown if proiens were found in the

| drywell . On March 23 the licensee discovered a leak from the hinge
pin of the Loop B outboard feedwater check valve located in the steam'

tunnel. The licensee decided to perform a normal reactor shutdown
and cooldown to repair the leak. -The licensee scramnied the reactor
from approximately 20 percent power on March 23. . The_ shutdown and' -

cooldown were performed in a controlled manner with no problems
identified.-

b. Drywell Noise

On March 24 1991, personnel in the drywell reported hearing a loud
noise. Shnrtly af terward, control room operators noted a slight-
reactor water level. decrease and recirculation and core flow

|
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fluctuations. The licensee subsequently perfonned an inspection of
the drywell to verify that no danage occurred and to identify the
source of the loud noise. The inspection revealed that no damage
occurred; however, indications that feedwater piping had moved were

i identified. The licensee's investigation detennined that the source
of the noise was a water harmer produced by a vacuum created in the
feedwater piping during draining. The vacuum was crteted due to a
combination of valve leakage from the reactor to the feedwater system
and the large difference in elevations in the feedwater system.
During the draining operations, the operator opened the low-point
drain without opening a high ouint vent. This caused a vacuum to be
fonred at the high point in t1e system. The leaking valve from the
reactor caused an increase in saturation temperature and pressure of
the water in the system. The pressure at the high point of the
system decreased below saturation pressure causing the water to flash
and fonn a saturated vapor void. The subsequent collapse of this
void, when the vacuum was reduced, caused a water surge leading to

i the water-hanner event.

The licensee subsequently perfonned an extensive walkdown of the
drywell, torus area, steam tunnel, and feed pump rooms to identify
any equipment damage that might have occurred. No adverse effects
from this event were noted. The licensee tested mechanical snubbers
in the vicinity of the water hanner area and detennined that they
moved freely. During plant startup, the licentee inspected the
applicable portions of the feedwater system. Na leaks were found.
The licensee was evaluating the method used for draining systems to
prevent any future similar occurrences,

c. Steam Lea,k,

On March 20, during plant startup at approximately 800 pounds
pressure, the 11censeo discovered steam leaking from a crack
approximately 3/8-inch long. The crack was located on the high -
pressure coolant injection (HpCI) steam supply drain line in the
steam tunnel. The licensee reduced reactor pressure and perfonwd a |

weld -repair and leak check on the line.
~

,

The licensee's preliminary evaluation indicated that the crack was
: caused by flow-induced erosion. 1he licensee walked down additional

steam lines and did not identify additional problems.'

i This was the second identified steam leak on this piping run in
approximately 6 months. The licensee was evaluating the possibility
of fitting and/or pipe replacenient during the next refueling outage,,

currently scheduled for October 1991.

Conclusions

The licensee proper 13 evaluatM and responded to a water-hammer event that
1 occurred during N spleu draining. The licensee was proactive in their

i.

i
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! preparations for a potential required shutdown and took conservative ;

actions when the shutdown was necess*tated. >

l 4. Operational Safety Verification (71707)

i n. [ontrol Room Observations
.

The inspector!, observed operational activities throughout this
inspection period. Proper control room staffing was maintained and
control room professionalism and decorum were observed. Otscussions

,

.

with operators detemined that they were cognizant of plant statusI

and aware of the reason for cach lit annunciator. The inspectors
observed selected shif t turnover ineetings and noted that information

! concernir plant statur, and planned evolutions was properly
consnur ,eted to the oncoming operators, The inspectors routinely

'
veri':ed, by visual inspection of cuergency core cooling system valve
ind' cations, that the systems were maintained in a standby condition.'

The inspectors observed that all required limiting conditions for'

operation were properly documented and tracked by the control room
staff,

b. Power Decrease to Conduct Surveillance Tesu and Make Control Rod
Adjur,tnents

,

On March 3,1991, the inspector observed operator actions during main

paragraph 6.e)g and control rod scram time testing (seeturbine testin
The operators decreased reactor power to 70 percent.

prior to beginning the surveillance testing. After operators'

completed the tests, reactor engineers provided information to the >

.

operators for making control rod adjustments. Control rod
withdrawals were made to raise the rod line, giving the operators
some margin to adjust power with recirculation flow.

The operators withdrew the control rods in accordance with the rod
pull sheet, while reducing recirculation flow to maintain reactor
power at 7_0 percent. After completion of the control rod ad
an On Detrond (OD)-1. "Whole Core Local Power Range Monitor (justnentsLPRM)!
Calibration and BASE Distribution " was perforned. The 0D-1 updatesI

| the BASE distribution data file and determines LPRM detector
calibration constants _ so the LPRMs may be adjusted to accurately'

;_ reflect the core power distribution.

| During the reactivity changes, reactor engineering oversight was
> evident. The inspector observed excellent cooperation between

|
engineering and operators during control rod adjustnants.

'

c. Nonqualified Flow Switch Wires

: On February 27,1991, the manufacturer of the licensee's containnent
hydrogen / oxygen analyzer notified the licensee that the flow switches .
used to detect low-flow conditions may not be environmentally

!
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qualified. The manufacturer stated that some of the flow switches
were manufactured with noncualifed teflon-insulated wires and some
with qualified Tefrel-insulated wires. On February 28 the system
engineer and the environmental qualification program engineer
detentined that the installed switches had the nonqualified
teflon-insulated wires. An operability analysis was perforned that
demonstrated that the wires would remain intact and would perfonn
their Intended safety function under the expected design basis
radiation levels.

Although the operability analysis determined the analyzers to be
operable, the licensee prepared a justification for continued
operation (JCO) as required by plant procedures. The licensee
implenented a procedure change for overriding the low-flow alarm if
needed. The JC0 remained in effect until Narch 22 when instrument
andcontrol(l&C)techniciansinstalledflowswitcheswithqualified
wires.

d. Radiological protection Ohservations

The inspectors verified that selected activities of the licensee's
radiological protection program were properly implenented. Radiation
and contan41nated areas were properly posted and controlled. liealth
physics (llP) personnel were observed touring work areas to ensure
that the radiological protection program was properly implemented.
pediation woi k pennite contained appropriate information to ensure
that work could be perfonted in a safe and contrviled nianner. During
power changes, lip techniciens performed required surveys to ensure
that radiation areas are properly posted and maintained.

On March 6 and 7 the inspector monitored lip technicians as they
surve)cd scaffolding and other reactor building roofing equipment.
The radiological surveys ensured that the materials were not
contaminated prior to rencval f rom the protected area (PA).

During the 1eriod March 1991 to April 1992, the Radiological lianager
will be in lot-license training. At the end of the training, he will
take a licensee administered examination and will becone certified.
In his absence, the Radiological Support and flP Su)ervisors will
alternate as radiological manager for 8 and 5 mont is, respectively.
These two individuals meet or exceed the requirements specified in
the Technical Specifications (TS) for the position of Radiological
Manager. Additionally, the Senior Manager, Technical Support Services
is attending shift technical advisor training,

e. Security Observations

The inspectors observed security personnel perform their dutics ofI

vehicle, personnel, and package searches. Vehicles were properly
authorized and controlled or escorted within the PA. Personnel
eccess was observed to be controlled in accordance with established-

_. - . . - - . .
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procedures. The PA barrier was adequately illuminated and the J

! isolation zones were free of transient materials.

On March 19 dense fog was present at the CNS. The inspector :;

observed that cxtra security guards were posted as compensatory;

aessures. The security guards were aware of their responsibilities
while compensatory twasures were in effect.

f. Plant Startup

On March 27 and 28, 1991, the inspector observed portions of a plant ,

startup. The startup was perfomed in a controlled, consersative i
manner. A second licensed operator or qualifieti reactor engineer
verified proper rod withdrawal sequence.- The reactor was decisred

: critical on March 27 On March 28, while at 800 pounds reactor
pressure, the licensee discovered a steam leak on the llPCI steam
supply drain line in the steam tunnel (see paragraph 3.c). . Reactor

'

pressure was reduced to 300 pounds whi'.e repairs were made. The-

turbine was synchronized to the grid on March 28. No problems were
identified.'

Cenclusions

The power decrease, surveillance testing, and control rod adjustments were
well implemented. Management initiatives to increase operational
knowledge level of site managers should increase management effectiveness.
Personnel performed radiological protection and security activities in a 1

good nenner.

5. Maintenance Observations (62703)

a. R,e, actor Water Cleanup (RWCU) pump Repairs

On February 26.1991.- the ins sector observed mechanics reassemble
RWCU Pump A in accordance wit) plant procedures and special
instructions. The pump was being repaired because the inboard
pump-to-motor coupling bearing failed. The mechanics detemined that
a manufacturing defect (?,he oil ports were not aligned) prevented
lubricating oil from returning to the reservoir.

After installing the pump, the nechanics could not rotate the
impeller. After disassenbly of the pump, the mechanics identified
another manufacturing defect. The keyway was tapered instead of
square, which caused binding of the impeller. The keyway was- 4

-machined, the pump reinstalled, and postmaintenance testing-
satisfactorily completed.- No problems were identified.

The inspector noted that the nechanics properly implemented:the !

licensee's quality control program, at the specified points, through
the peer-review program, j

)
,
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b. Service Nater Booster Puun (3WBP) Rebuild

On February 27 and 26,1991, the inspector observed mechanics install
nechanical seals and reassenble a new spare residual heat removal (RHR)
SWBP. The activity was conducted in accordance with MP 7.2.14
"RHR SWBP Overhaul and keplacement " Revision 13. The procedure
specified steps for centering the rotating assembly, for setting the
bearing and wear ring clearances, and for adjusting the thrust
bearing end play. The mechanics referred to the procedure as needed.
Torque wrenches were properly calibrated prior to use and verified as
being calibrated after use. Discussions with the mechanics about the
wort to be accomplished indicoted that they were aware of the work
scope, tools needed, and critical measurchents.

The inspector noted that the critical measurenents taken by one
nechanic were independently verified by another nechanic, as
required by the licensee's peer-review program.

;

c. Hydraulic Snubber Inspections

On March 5,1991, the inspector observed nochanics conduct visual
inspections on four hydraulic snubbers. Discussions with the
engineer responsible for the snubber inspection program indicated
that access 1Lle snubbers were being inspected on an increased
frequency as part of a nonct.aformance reaort (NCR) corrective action
connitnent. The licensee initiated the NCR af ter identifying a
hydraulic snubber with a fluid leak.

The mechanics inspected the snubbers in accordance with MP 7.2.3t 1,
" Snubber Inspection," Revision 3. The procedure provided detailed
inspection criteria and identified critical inspection steps that
could effect snubber operability. Snubbers with acceptable
off-normal conditions were identified in an attachment.

Even though the mechanics were familiar with the visual inspection
requirecents, they reviewed the pracedure prior to start of the work
activity. Acceptable off-normal conditions and discrepancies
identified during the mechanic's inspection were listed on the
inspection data sheets. Good conmunication occurred between the
nechanic conducting the inspection and the mechanic documenting the
inspection results.

On March 7 during inspection of RHR Train B Snubbers 530A and S30B,
the mechanics deterinined the pipe clamps to be bent due to a high
impact com:>ressive loading. Because of the bent pipe clamps, both ;

sides of tie snubber paddle touched the pipe clamp simultaneously.
After engineering reviewed the conditivn of the clamps, the licensee
declared the snubbers to be inoperable in accordance with TS.

I

On March 8 the onsite review connittee approved a work item for
replacenent of the pipe clanps and hydraulic snubbers. The-

-
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cormittee's approval was required because the pipe clamps were not
replaced with like-for-like clamps. The replacement clamps were
S/8 inch thick and manufactured of stronger material instead of
1/4-inch thick and stiffened by gussets,

Tte inspector's review of the work item package determined that thei
,

special instructions were thorough and cunplete. Proper quality
control steps were specified and required work travelers were
athched. TS 4.0 H.2 requires "For the snubber (s) found inoperable,
an engineering evaluation shall be perfonned to determine the need
for further action or testing on affected components." The ,

11cinsee's evaluation stated that the most probable root cause was on-
air bubble that did not get properly vented (paragraph 3.b). The
inspector atermined that the evaluation was adequate because it
addressed .Ae most probable root cause in a 1pgical, practical
n, anne r. Additionally, the licensee plans to test the snubbers to
verify that they are operable,

d. _ Condensate Filter /Demineralizer Flow Loop Calibration

On March 12, 1991, the ins >ector observed !&C technicians implement .

Preventative Maintenance (?M) Item 01302. The nonsafety-related PM
i required the verification of correct flow indications on the
! condensate filter /demineralizer gauge and recorder.

The Pfi was implemented using skill-of-the craft and a data sheet that
listed required pressures. The test equipment was properly connected
and within calibration. Discussions with the technicians indicated
that they selected the test instruments based on the required input
pressunis and output values.

Conclusions

The licensee's response to and investigation of the potentially inoperable ,

snubbers were prompt and conservative. Maintenance procedure quality had
improved and special instructions provided detailed guidance.

6. Surveillance Observations (61726)

a. Testing of the Reactor Protection-System (RPS) pressure Switches
,

On February 25, 1991, the inspector observed I&C technicians perform j
the nonthly functional test of the pressure switches that sense
drywell pressure and-initiate a reactor scram when the, pressure
exceeds 2 psig. The test was implemented in accordance with
Surveillance Procedure (SP) 6.1.10. "RPS Primary Containment High
Pressure Calibration and Functional / Functional Test," Revision 16.

The I&C technicians properly renoved and returned the. switches to
service. Test instrunents utilized were within calibration.
Excellent communications were maintained during the test performance.

- -- . . - - . - - . _ , - . - - -- .= -. ., - _-. , -- , . ,
.
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b. LPRM Calibration,

On February 25, 1991, the inspector observed licensed operators
perfonn 00-1. 00-1 calibrates the LPRHs so they will more accurately
reflect the core power distribution. Af ter 00-1 was con.pleted,
operators verified that the calibrated LPRM readings agreed with the
actual measured power levels. The operators maintained excellent
comunications.

c. Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)-Water Level Calibration

On February 27, 1991, the inspector reviewed 1&C activities related
to perfonnsnce of SP 6.2.2.2.1, " ADS Water Level Calibration and
Functional / Functional Test," Revision 24. These ADS switches provide-
a pennissive signal for automatic blowdown timer actuation.

While returning the ADS Train B level sw1tch to service, the I&C
technician observed that the process instrument would not respond
when he turned the pressurizing valve. The pressurizing valve is
parallel to the isolation valve ano slowly pressurizes the instrument
to minimize sensing line perturbations. When the technician isolated
the process instrument, the pressurizing valve tip became wedged in
the valve seat and broke f rw the stem. The shift supervisor was
notified of the situation and gave verbal approval for completing the
surveillance. To compensate for the f ailed valve, the technician
opened the isolation valve slowly.

Subsequently, the technician prepared a temporary procedure change to
accurately reflect the method of removing and returning the
instrument to service. During the maintenance outage. !&C
technicians replaced the pressurizing valve and the temporary
procedure change was celeted.

The inspector reviewed the test procedure and test results to verify
the adequacy of the procedure and that the results met the
acceptance criteria. No problems were noted.

d. Low-Low Water Level Instrument Funcuenal Test
'

On February 28, 1991, the inspector observed 1&C technicians test
differential pressure switches that actuate at the low-low reactor
vessel level setpoint. When the switches actuate, signals are sent
to the alternate rod injection (ARI), anticipated transient without
scram (ATWS), recirculation pump trip (RPT), and priraary containment
isolationsystem(PCIS)logiccircuits. The functional test was
conducted in accordance with SP 6.2.1.7, "ARI/ATWS/RPT and PCIS
Reactor Low-Low Water Level Calibration and Functional Test,"
Revision 26.

|
The technicihn was familiar with the procedure precautions and
limitations, proper radiological controls were utilized and proper
coninunications were established.

|

j
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e. Main Turbine Testing

On March 3,1991, the inspector observed operators perfonn the
following turbine protection SPs:

6.1.7, * Main Turbine Stop Valve Closure and Steam Yalves'

functienal Test." kevision 18. This surveillance verified
proper valve operation and verified that a half-scram occurred
when each valve closed.

6.4.8.2.2, " Main Turbine Lube Oil Pungs functional Test,''*

Revision 10. This surveillance verified that the backup lube
oil punps would autonatically start on low pressure.

6.4.8.2.3, " Main Turbine Tri a Functional Test," Revision 14*

This surveillance verified t1at four separate trip functions
actuated the overspeed trip valve.

During performance of the tests, continuous connunications were
reintained between the test pertorters and the control roun, Proper
radiological practices were followed. Extra precautions were taken
during perforcence of SP 6.4.8.2.3 because of the potential for
scramming the reactor. Prior to performance of SP 6.4.8.2.3, the
licensed operator in charge concocted a ) retest briefing to
familiarize the station operators with tie test sequence. The
turbine bearing trip pressure switch actuated beyord the acceptable
range. A work item was written to calibrate the pressure instrument.
The work item was completed during the plant shutdown on March 22. '

,

The inspector noted that the procedures used for test perfonnance
were satisfactory. The inspector also noted that the test results- .

were independently -reviewed by licensee personnel end found to be -

acceptable,

f. Scram Time Testing -

On March 3,1991, the inspector observed operators perform control 1.

rod scram tine testing in'accordance with Nuclear Performance !

Procedure 10.9, " Control Rod Scram Tine Evaluation," Revision 19.
This test was performed on 10 percent of the control rods to verify |
they met the scram tiom requirements listed in the TS.

,

'

All of the selected rods met the scram. tine criterial however, one
control rod was slow enough to require conducting a 2x2 rod array _
check as specified in TS. -The rod array check verifies that the !
average value of the arrayed control rods met the-scram tine. No ;

problems were identified.
,

,

P
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Conclusions,

personnel conducted surveillance activities in accordance with procedures
ano f ollowed proper radiological practices. During turbine testing, good
corrynunications were maintained and extra precautions were taken to prevent
an inadvertent turbine trip.

7. Installation and Testing of Modifications (378?8)

The licensee infomed the inspector that work would be performed in the
switchyard soon af ter approval of Design Change (DC) 90 30$ " MINT Project

i Modification." The Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska Transmission (HINT) Project
will connect grids in those states to provide more options for power
distribution. The inspector asMd if any extra precautions would be taken
while working in the switchyard in light of recent industry problems with--

inadvertent losses of offsite power. The licensee provided a draf t CNS
Policy Directive that was being reviewed by Station Operations Review+

Conmittee (SORC) members. The inspector attended 50RC Heeting 91016. on
March 20, 1991, where CC 90 305 was discussed. The 50RC decided that the

.

directive would be approved and added as a arerequisite to the DC. The
inspector attended SORC Meeting 91-018, on Aarch 25, where DC 90 305 was-

'

approved.

The importance of shutdown events to the NRC was emphasized by a letter
from the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Reoulatio", to utilities.
CNS demonstrated a proactive stance concerning industry events and had'

taken appropriate action prior to the issuence of this letter.

| 8. Onsite Follwup of Written peports -(92700)

(Closed?LicenseeEventReport(LER)90001wasreviewedtodeterminethat;

correct 4ve actions were accomplished and that actions wer e taken to'

i prevent recurrence.
,

This LER concerned an HPCI isolation during perfomance of surveillance
testing. The isolation occurred when the technicion connected a
multineter to the wrong terminals. It was determined that the terminal
wires were correctly labeled; however, specific terminal designators were
not clearly-specified in the procedure. .

The licensee restored HPCI to service and completed surveillance testing.
In addition, a procedure change was implenented upgrading the affected
procedure and similar procedures were reviewed and upgraded.

.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's corrective actions and determined
them to be appropriate. ;

i 9. Exit Intervhw .

'
1 .

An exit meeting was conducted on April 2, 1991, with licensee'

representatives identified in paragraph 1. During this-interview, .the

,
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inspectors reviewed the scope and findings ut the inspection. Other *

ineetings between the inspectors and licensee managernent were held
seriodically during the inspection period to discuss identified concerns.
Juring the exit treeting, the licensee did not identify as proprietary, any
infonnation provided to, or reviewed by, the inspectors,

i

|

|
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